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Hi Joseph

See below the letter I've sent to numerous Niagara Region Mayors and Councillors. As well as Dr M Mustafa Hirji via his Niagara Region Account- It is

highlighted slightly

pat.chiocchio@niagararegion.ca:  jeff.jordan@niagararegion.ca:  frank.campion@niagararegion.ca:  walter.sendzik@niagararegion.ca:

bill.steele@niagararegion.ca: terry.ugulini@niagararegion.ca : jim.diodati@niagararegion.ca : dave.bylsma@niagararegion.ca

*Good Day:

 The media continues to inform us that masks work. That’s their claim, but, does the science substantiate that claim? It does not. And it never has.

While politicians appear to want to act as if they are ‘doing something’ or being proactive really you are all just playing at political games. Virtue

signaling. Appearing as if “you care” All because it’s politically expedient. Undoubtedly many of you are looking to be re elected and are desperate

for PR. None of the aforementioned reasons are va id to mandate mask wearing.

 At the end of this letter I will provide multiple scientific, not anectodal, studies that demonstrate masks don’t work for wide scale prevention of

disease.

After the Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918- studies were done to gauge their effectiveness

Read through the numerous reasons the masks failed to protect Masks were not properly made and couldn’t reasonably be expected to have any

value what so ever- much like today’s ‘fashion masks’  There is merit in the contention of the physicians of the day that it is objectionable to re- breath

the air inhaled into the mask- the expired air (heat and oxygen displacement through increased carbon dioxide intake) The mask may be unhygienic

when worn all day.

Funny thing about humans.. They require oxygen to live in good health. In sufficient quantities

Further so much of what has been deemed necessary regarding this virus has been based on models and speculation due to the lack of data. 

There is now evidence that the virus was circulating as early as March 2019, Spain.. The virus was found to have been circulating in Italy, France and

elsewhere in late 2019. Which means the entire narrative surrounding this pandemic is suspect. From start to mask demanding finish. Recently an

Oxford Scientist for evidence based medicine has stated the evidence points to faecal transmission- a failure to wash hands appropriately

Dr Tom Jefferson, senior associate tutor at the Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine at Oxford University, and visiting professor at Britain's
Newcastle University, says there is growing evidence the virus was elsewhere before it emerged in Asia.

"There is quite a lot of evidence of huge amounts of the virus in sewage all over the place, and an increasing amount of evidence there is faecal
transmission. There is a high concentration where sewage is four degrees, which is the ideal temperature for it to be stabled and presumably
activated. And meat-packing plants are often at four degrees.

"These meat-packing clusters and isolated outbreaks don't fit with respiratory theory, they fit with people who haven't washed their hands
properly.

“These outbreaks need to be investigated properly. You question people, and you construct hypotheses that fit the facts, not the other way
around.”

By mandating masks you are forcing, for no good reason, a restriction on people freedoms  and ability to breathe based on wild speculation, virtue

signaling and political point scoring. And probably the ability to sell branded products. Which is immoral considering all that has occurred. What you

are not doing is basing the decision on sound science, based in evidence or reality. From 1918 to present time... Masls have not been effective.

CDC

In our systematic review, we identified 10 RCTs that reported estimates of the effectiveness of face masks in reducing laboratory-confirmed
influenza virus infections in the community from literature published during 1946–July 27, 2018. In pooled analysis, we found no significant
reduction in influenza transmission with the use of face masks

Link

Conclusions This study is the first RCT of cloth masks, and the results caution against the use of cloth masks. This is an important finding to
inform occupational health and safety. Moisture retention, reuse of cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk of infection.

Unless your goal is to sicken people and spread infection, mask wearing should not be mandated.

Regards, 

Rosemary Kuzmich

Welland, Ontario
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